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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a Q-Learning based eﬃcient and balanced energy consumption data gathering routing protocol
(QLEEBDG) for underwater sensor networks (USNs). We set an optimal next hop forwarder for each node to transmit its
the sensed data. This helps to reduce distance between sender and receiver. The energy consumption is minimum.
Furthermore, a node is considered an eligible forwarder node only if its next hop neighbour exists. We incorporate this
mechanism to avoid void hole problem. Our technique minimizes energy consumption in the network, hence, lifespan
increases. The performance of our proposed technique is validated through extensive simulations.
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avoidance routing mechanisms are needed to prolong the
lifespan of USNs. Energy eﬃcient routing has been well
investigated in terrestrial sensor networks, however,
USNs have unique features. Therefore, novel routing
mechanisms are needed for USNs. In void hole problem, a
node is selected as a forwarded node to send the packet to
the base station. The forwarded node neither has a
neighbour node nor does it lie in the range of sink. If this
problem remains unsolved, then packets are continuously
dropped in the network and a large amount of energy [3]
is wasted. Basically, the void hole is created due to energy
utilization, mobility and random deployment of nodes in
the network. Therefore, these challenges of creating the
avoidance techniques [4]. A hybrid technique is used for
transmission of data packet in balancing energy
consumption to maximize network lifetime in data
gathering sensor networks (EBDG) [5]. This technique
achieves balanced energy consumption for all nodes in the
network. However, this protocol is limited to small scale
network (in terms of network radius) due to the hybrid

1. Introduction
Underwater sensor networks (USNs) are getting popular
these days due to their variety of applications like
oceanographic data collection, maritime rescue, scientiﬁc
ocean sampling, pollution and environmental monitoring.
However, the deployment of USNs faces certain
challenges like high bit error rate, limited bandwidth
availability and large propagation delay. We prefer to use
acoustic communication in USNs as the radio signals get
absorbed in aquatic environment. However, acoustic
signals speed in aqueous environment is 1500 m/s which
is ﬁve orders of magnitude less than the radio signals
propagation speed. One of the major challenges for sensor
networks is limited energy supply of sensor nodes. The
sensor nodes transmit their sensed data towards some base
station [1] - [2]. Therefore, energy eﬃcient and void hole
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technique. This problem is tackled by the enhanced and
eﬃcient balance energy consumption in data gathering
protocol (EEBDG). According to EEBDG, a hybrid
transmission is restricted up to the optimum transmission
range (Ropt). After that particular range, the nodes in the
protocol follows the multihop transmission. In this way,
all the nodes in the network consumes balanced energy
and network is extended to the large-scale network. The
USNs routing protocols need to be adaptive, robust and
energy eﬃcient, which demands a priori information
about the network and restrictions on network architecture
[6]. These requirements demands the development of
machine learning based routing protocols for USNs.
Therefore, we introduce the QL based routing protocol
which is named as QL based eﬃcient and balanced energy
consumption data gathering routing protocol (QLEEBDG) for USNs. The performance of our proposed
protocol is satisﬁed in terms of dynamic nature of
underwater. We perform the optimal procedure for the
decision of one hop neighbour node. This decision is
based on the reward parameter. It is the important
parameter that helps to decide the optimal selection policy
for the immediate successor node. In many other
protocols, this parameter is achieved on diﬀerent
condition like, initial energy, residual energy, energy
among the neighbour, distance and waiting time of a
mobile sink(MS), node density, etc. [7], [9] and [8]. Thus,
in our proposed protocol the reward is set to the minimum
distance to the static sink. To avoid energy hole, those
nodes are selected as neighbour node which have further
neighbour node exist in range, as compared to the
neighbour node which have no more neighbour in the
range. To enhance the performance parameters of the
EBDG, EEBDG and QL-EEBDG a MS is used in the
network. When MS is introduced in the aforementioned
protocols the resultant protocols are named as EBDG-MS,
EEBDG-MS and QL-EEBDG-MS. The movement of MS
in these protocols is clockwise. The decision parameter
for MS is the minimum transmission range. If the MS is
in node's range then nodes send the data packet to MS,
otherwise it follows QL-EEBDG procedure. The objective
of our proposed protocol is to maximize the network
lifetime, network stability period and throughput.
Moreover, it minimizes the energy utilization throughout
the network and also overcomes the variation of energy
consumption in the network.

and handle node mobility using contact history of
successor node. Hu. et al. proposed a reinforcement
learning based routing protocol (QELAR). This protocol
employs a ﬁtness factor for selection of neighbour node.
Thus QELAR achieves balanced energy consumption in
the network [9]. Forster et al. [10] proposed feedback
routing for optimizing multiple sinks in wireless sensor
networks with reinforcement (FROMS). This protocol
avoids the overhead of neighbour nodes with the help of
multiple MSs. Also provides the recovery mechanism for
node failure due to node mobility. As a result FROMS
achieves low network cost as compared to its counterpart
protocols. A well-known protocol, weighting depth and
forwarding area division depth based routing for USNs is
used to avoid the void hole problem. In this protocol, if
during transmission a node does not ﬁnd any forwarded
node to send data packet, then the selected data packet is
sent to available candidate node to further forward it to
base station [11]. Moreover, in underwater environment
nodes change their position due to the water current.
Although, mobicast routing protocol (MR), handled this
limitation [12]. In MR, a MS is used that moves on the
predeﬁned routes. This MS collects the data from all the
sensor nodes and in this way it covers the whole network.
Authors also avoid the direct transmission over the long
transmission range[13]. Youngta et al. [14] propose a
hydraulic based routing protocol (HRP). HRP addresses
the low bandwidth, high energy consumption and
mobility of the nodes in USNs. Like DBR, HRP has
adopted the energy hole prevention mechanism. Thus, its
performance improves in terms of maximum packet
delivery, minimum delay in the network. It also helps to
minimize the energy utilization.

3 QL-EEBDG
In this section, we provide a quick overview about the QL
technique. Then, we discussed that how our routing
protocol adopts this technique to make optimal decision in
USNs

3.1 An overview of QL technique
QL is a reward based learning technique, in which agents
make decisions based upon their optimal cumulative
reward in order to reach the destination. Features of QL
are ﬁnite set of actions, ﬁnite set of states, state action
transition probability, expected reward, discount
parameter γ (its limit lies between 0 and 1. Its main
purpose is to discount the future rewards [9]). The
evaluation function in QL is the Q(.) function. It works in
pair form of state and action. This function is deﬁned as,
when an agent takes an action on the current state it
received the future information from the next state. Stored
this information in the form of a single number on the
current state to the corresponding action. Therefore, Q
table is maintained for all the states with associated action

2 Related work and motivation
In this section, we provide state of the art routing
protocols for energy eﬃciency and void hole avoidance in
USNs. An adaptive and eﬃcient energy using QL based
delay tolerant network routing protocol (QDTR) for
USNs[8]. Due to the water current sensor node position
varies, which results in void hole problem. QDTR
employs a QL learning scheme to perform online learning
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and next state. Overall, QL chooses one terminal state as a
target and then starts eﬀort for achieving it. Thus, all
states and actions chooses and work iteratively at least to
reach the target state. The main equation in Q function is

This equation depends on two inputs from the next state.
One is the immediate reward R(st,at), and the second is
the maximum value of Q function of the next state of any
action. This input values generate the Q value for a given
state st. Moreover, this function works recursively,
because the reward and Q value of the next state is used
as input for current state. Then, updates the current value
according to the input value [15]. Next, we discussed that,
how this QL technique works in our routing protocol.
Similarly, the network maintained the Q table, in this
table each node stores the Q value of its neighbor node(s).
At the beginning, the table for all nodes are ﬁlled with
zeros. Therefore, when node start knowing about neighbor
through QL process. This Q table start updating.
However, for each node the Q value of that node(s) in Q
table is updated which is exist in its transmission range.
We assume that our ﬁeld is circular. This ﬁeld having a
radius R. This circular region is further divided into n
concentric circles i.e. C1, C2, ..., Cn with radius rc.
Moreover, a static sink (dark hexa pentagon) is deployed
at the center of network ﬁeld. 0.04 nodes per square meter
are uniform randomly deployed in that particular ﬁeld and
it is indicated by the small circle shaped as shown in Fig.
1. All nodes follow the direct and multihop transmissions
in the network. However, we restrict the mixed
transmission at some extent in the network by the help of
Ropt and this range is shown by the large dashed circle in
ﬁgure. The nodes with in Ropt, performs the mixed
transmission successfully. While, nodes out of this range
perform only the multihop transmission, even if data
distribution ratio pi (explained later in transmission phase)
of their particular concentric circle is satisﬁed for direct
transmission. In addition, the transmission in our protocol
occurs from outer concentric circles to inner concentric
circles towards the sink. According to proposed QL
algorithm, we initialize the Qmatrix with zeros while Rmatrix
ﬁlls with diﬀerent rewards (as explained in the routing
protocol section). The selected node checks all
corresponding actions to its row in Rmatrix. If the source
node ﬁnds an action(s) that has reward instead of Rewardneg, then the action pointed towards the next node, then
this neighbor node selected and store in the temporary
matrix. After that, next node(s) is extracted from the
temporary matrix. Then, with help of equation (1)
generates the Q value for source node and the next node
which is point as next node, for that particular source
node. This Q value shows that how much the next node is
reliable to be selected as a neighbor node for the source
node. Source node calculates and stores Q value for the
next node(s) in QMatrix. This training performs repeatedly
up to the Q value for all nodes are converged. Due to
converged values in the Qmatrix each node in the network
easily ﬁnd out the next node that leads to the destination

3.2 The routing protocol
In USNs, routing protocols face diﬃculty in achieving the
key objectives due to crucial nature of underwater. From
recent routing protocols i.e. [7], [8], [9], [10], [17] and
[18] it is known that QL is an energy eﬃcient artiﬁcial
intelligent algorithm. It enables an agent to performs
eﬃciently in harsh underwater environment to achieve the
protocol objectives. Moreover, QL works in the network
which does not know the full architecture of the network.
Nodes in the network act as agents. Sender node acts as a
source agent, the neighbour node acts as a receiver agent.
Each node generates a control packet (CP) in the network
and sends CP to all the nodes. CP is received by node(s)
which is in its range. In return, the receiver agent(s) sends
back an acknowledgement packet to it. By this exchange
of packets, source agent known that receiver agent(s)
exists in its transmission range and declared it as a
neighbor node(s). When source agent conﬁrm the
connection with receiver agent, then network generate the
Q value for source agent. This value computes with the
help of reward from neighbor node and Q value from that
neighbor node as explain in equation (1). The Q value of a
neighbor is come from its own neighbor node(s) which is
more nearer to the sink or at less distance to the sink.
Notice that, this Q value of a node(s) is high when, node
is near to the sink. Moreover, in QL the parameter which
is highly prominent and sensitive is the reward. In our
case, the reward parameter is shortest distance towards the
sink. Thus, we use diﬀerent kinds of reward as, when a
node ﬁnds a sink as a next node, then node gets the sink
reward (Reward-sink). On the other hand, if node ﬁnd out
the neighbor, then, receives the positive reward (Rewardpos) from neighbor. At last, when a node gains negative
reward (Reward-neg) when ﬁnds nor neighbor neither
sink.
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state. The QL algorithm helps in training of nodes to learn
from the environment on the base of the Q value. Next we
check the detail about the structure of a packet which we
follow while implementing this QL technique.

3.5 QL-EEBDG-MS
We use a MS in our proposed scheme. A MS moves
clockwise along the circular radius from lower concentric
circle to the upper concentric circle to covers the whole
network ﬁeld. In this proposed protocol, when node(s)
wants to send data packet(s) to the sink. Then, node
checks the transmission range of the MS. If MS in less
transmission range, then forward the data packet(s) to it,
otherwise, follows the procedure of QL-EEBDG. By the
addition of the MS, all the performance parameter is
enhanced. While the results of our QL-EEBDGMS is
more prominent in terms of MS.

3.3 Format of a packet
We inserted the new ﬁelds in the header of network layer
due to which the size of packet header is increased from
20 to 28 bytes [19]. In addition, sender ID presents the ID
of a sender node and the receiver ID indicates the ID of
the receiver node. The Q value and reward provides by
the receiver node and each it size is 16 bits. At last, the
sender node’s residual energy and the terminal state ID
indicates the address of the static sink in the network.
After that, we discussed the transmission phase in our
routing protocol.

4 Performance analysis
Here, we examine the behavior of QL-EEBDG and QLEEBDG-MS through simulations. We compare both of
the schemes with EBDG and EEBDG by considering
static and MSs. We divide the network ﬁeld into circular
region, radius of ﬁeld various from 100m to 1000m.
Amount of energy assigned to each of the nodes is 1
Joule.

3.4 Data transmission
To start the transmission of data packet(s) in the network.
First, we compute the pi [5] and assigned to each
concentric circle. Then, this ratio decides for concentric
circle about the transmission (all nodes in this particular
circle follow the decision). While Ropt is to ﬁnd out to
restrict the decision of direct transmission on the larger
radii. We deﬁned Ropt as,

4.1 Simulation analysis
protocol with static sink

of

proposed

Fig. 2 illustrates the energy tax of three diﬀerent protocols
at diﬀerent network radii. On smaller radii less energy is
used by all protocols as compared to larger radii because
of transmission radius. Proposed protocol performs better
than EBDG, because the existing protocol follows the
mixed transmission procedure throughout the network.
While, we follow the same procedure for transmission as
in EEBDG, and then we use the QL technique for
neighbour node. Hence, our protocol better than EBDG
like EEBDG. On contrary, QL-EEBDG with the EEBDG,
both have same performance at smaller radii. Because, the
basic technique for transmission of a data packet(s) at this
radii is same. While the diﬀerence occur in accessing the
neighbor nodes. Because, to ﬁnd optimal neighbor node
we use the QL. Therefore, twice of QL-EEBDG energy is
used, ﬁrst to makes the decision and then, act on this
decision. Due to which our energy consumption is more
than existing protocol. We have simulated the network
stability period of three protocols at different network
radii, is shown in Fig. 3. The network stability period for
all protocols is decreasing with the increase of network
radius, because energy tax (Fig. 2) has indirect eﬀect on
network stability period. Our proposed protocol is better
than existing protocols. Because we generates the optimal
path for multihop transmission which is not ﬁnd out in
EBDG and neither in EEBDG. The proposed protocol
stores optimal path information in the Q table. When node
communicates in the network, then, simply accessed this
Q table, extracts the information about neighbor node,
forwards the data packet(s) to the particular preceding
state. Due to our proposed protocol use less energy when

The input power to the receiver is po and value of po is
1×10−3J/bit and the output power of the receiver is P u =
0.2×10−3J/bit which depends on receiving devices. The k
is the spreading factor (1 for cylindrical, 1.5 for practical
and 2 for spherical) and a is the absorption coeﬃcient
which depends of frequency [16].

The particular frequency f is calculated by the Thorps
expression as,

If a node is within the Ropt then, directly communicates
with sink, else forward the packet to the neighbor node.
For example, The result of Ropt is 300 meter after
calculation. Up to 300m all nodes in network perform
mixed transmission, after that performs the multi hop
transmission. No matter, if the pi generate the direct ratio
for concentric circle. For multihop transmission, our
routing protocol taking the best route decision on the base
of the maximum Q value. Sender node checks its own
store information about the neighbor node(s) stored in the
Q table. And then, sender node selects those neighbor
node from Q table, which has maximum Q value for
transmission. In a case, when two nodes have equivalent
Q value, then, it takes the decision about the node which
has maximum residual energy in the network.
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communicates with neighbour node(s). Therefore, node
alive for more period of time,

period is low as compared to EEBDG-MS and QLEEBDG-MS because it energy is soon depletes due to the
direct transmission on the larger radii. While, in EEBDGMS, this period is signiﬁcantly better as compared to
EBDG-MS. Because it restricts the mixed transmission up
to Ropt. As QL-EEBDG-MS, performing better than the
EBDG-MS and EEBDG-MS, because we implements the
QL algorithm for ﬁnding the one or more hop neighbor
node(s). According to QL, those nodes are selected as a
neighbor nodes which has further neighbor node exist or
nearer to the base station. By this way, we avoid the
energy hole problem. The performance of all protocols are
enhanced with use of a MS in the network. The prominent
change shows in our proposed protocol that is, at 300m,
with MS stability reaches

thus, our network stable for more time than EBDG and
EEBDG protocols. Moreover, network stability period of
EBDG is much smaller than existing and our proposed
protocols. Because its energy consumption is more due to
mixed transmission.

4.2 Simulation analysis of our proposed
protocol a MS
Energy tax for EBDG-MS, EEBDG-MS and QL-EEBDGMS under diﬀerent network radii is illustrates in Fig. 4. At
lower radii, all of the protocols have same performance in
terms of energy tax. This transmission consumes less
energy due to less transmission range. However, mixed
transmission on larger radii rapidly depletes energy as in
EBDG-MS protocol. While, the energy tax of
QLEEBDG-MS and EEBDG-MS are lower at this radius
because both avoid the hybrid transmission and perform
the multihop transmission. Notice that, our proposed
protocol consumes more energy than EEBDG-MS.
Because of optimal decision for neighbour node(s) by the
help of QL. While the EEBDG-MS has no such kind of
decision. However, the energy spent due to MS in all
protocols is more than that energy consumption due to
static sink technique. To check the reliability of the
proposed protocol compared it with the existing protocols
and is shown in Fig. 5. EBDG-MS network stability

up to the 6500 rounds as compared to static sink, its reach
to 6000 as shown in Fig. 4.

5 Conclusion
This paper introduces an energy eﬃcient QL based
routing protocol for USNs. This technique forms optimal
routes towards sink. Also, our proposed technique deﬁnes
mechanism to avoid void hole problem. The eﬃciency of
our proposed technique has been studied using extensive
simulations. Our technique achieves prolonged network
lifetime and stability period.
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